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Abstract

This paper reviews methods to compensate for matrix effects and self-absorption

during quantitative analysis of compositions of solids measured using Laser In-

duced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) and their applications to in-situ analysis.

Methods to reduce matrix and self-absorption effects on calibration curves are

first introduced. The conditions where calibration curves are applicable to quan-

tification of compositions of solid samples and their limitations are discussed.

While calibration-free LIBS (CF-LIBS), which corrects matrix effects theoret-

ically based on the Boltzmann distribution law and Saha equation, has been

applied in a number of studies, requirements need to be satisfied for the calcula-

tion of chemical compositions to be valid. Also, peaks of all elements contained

in the target need to be detected, which is a bottleneck for in-situ analysis of

unknown materials. Multivariate analysis techniques are gaining momentum in

LIBS analysis. Among the available techniques, principal component regression

(PCR) analysis and partial least squares (PLS) regression analysis, which can

extract related information to compositions from all spectral data, are widely

established methods and have been applied to various fields including in-situ

applications in air and for planetary explorations. Artificial neural networks

(ANNs), where non-linear effects can be modelled, have also been investigated

as a quantitative method and its application is introduced. The ability to make

quantitative estimates based on LIBS signals is seen as a key element for the

technique to gain wider acceptance as an analytical method, especially in in-
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situ applications. In order to accelerate this process, it is recommended that

the accuracy should be described using common figures of merit which express

the overall normalised accuracy, such as the normalised root mean square errors

(NRMSE), when comparing the accuracy obtained from different setups and

analytical methods.

Keywords: Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), Quantitative

analysis, Matrix effect, Self-absorption

1. Introduction

Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is a form of atomic emission

spectroscopy that requires no sample preparation, makes rapid measurements,

and delivers results in near real-time. Since laser ablated materials from which

optical emissions occur are in the form of atoms and ions, elemental analysis of

targets in the solid, liquid, and gaseous phases is possible. Both its versatility

and ease of use have led to the application of LIBS to in-situ elemental analysis.

In particular, LIBS has great potential for in-situ analysis of solid targets since

techniques capable of doing this are limited. The accuracy of solid measurements

using LIBS is often compared to X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF), which can

also measure elements in solid targets on site. Considering the overall accuracy,

it can be said that the suitability of LIBS for in-situ analysis is comparable to

XRF [1]. The application fields of LIBS are rapidly expanding, with geological

[2], archaeological [3], and industrial [4] measurements. Field measurements

have also been performed in various environments with lightweight and compact

systems [5], such as in nuclear power plants [6], on other planets [7] and in deep-

sea environments [8, 9]. In particular, LIBS has a great advantage in application

to aquatic environments, since XRF suffers from significant attenuation of X

rays in water. While it has been reported that well-resolved emission lines

from solids submerged in water can be obtained using a double-pulse LIBS

[10], the enhancement of signals cannot be observed under high pressure [11,

12, 13, 14]. Based on the work of Sakka et al. [15] and Thornton et al. [16],
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which demonstrated signal enhancement for solids submerged in water at high

pressure using a long ns-duration pulse (> 100 ns), metallic elements in natural

hydrothermal deposits were successfully measured in situ at depths over 1000m

on the seafloor [8].

One of the fundamental challenges for in-situ analysis using LIBS is quantifi-

cation of elemental compositions. It has often been reported that conventional

calibration curves suffer from matrix effects [17, 18]. Matrix effects occur due

to different reasons. The spectral matrix effect occurs when strong lines of a

matrix element interfere with weak lines of an analyte element. This can be

avoided by careful peak selection or peak fitting. Correction of matrix effects

due to different physical characteristics and chemical compounds is more chal-

lenging than the spectral matrix effect. The physical matrix effect depends on

the physical property differences of samples, e. g., heat of vaporization, thermal

conductivity, absorption coefficient, water content of samples, which affect the

transport of an ablated mass into plasma. The chemical matrix effect occurs

when the presence and density of a matrix element affect the emission charac-

teristics of an analyte element due to the ionisation tendency and compound

form [19]. Since natural targets such as rocks and soils are diverse, preparation

of matrix matched standards for in-situ applications is not practical [20]. In

addition, self-absorbed spectral lines show non-linear response of peak heights

with their concentrations. Self-absorption occurs due to the energy difference

for the excitation levels of atoms that exists at high density in the plasma, re-

sulting in flat-topped spectral lines, or a dip in the center (self-reversed) [21].

Therefore these effects need to be compensated for during the analysis. In this

paper, quantitative analytical methods for compensation of matrix effects and

self-absorption for solid targets are reviewed. The traditional calibration curve

based approaches are discussed in Chapter 3, calibration-free LIBS (CF-LIBS)

is discussed in Chapter 4, and multivariate analyses such as principal compo-

nent regression analysis (PCR), partial-least squares regression analysis (PLSR,

PLS), and artificial neural networks (ANNs), are discussed in Chapter 5. In each

chapter, the methods and their applications are described, especially focusing
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on the results of in-situ analysis.

2. Figures of merit

A calibration curve is a linear regression model of known concentrations as

a function of peak intensities regarding a certain element. The accuracy of

linear fitting is often evaluated by a correlation coefficient R or a coefficient of

determination R2 of the calibration curve. The uncertainty of the model can

be visualised by drawing confidence and prediction bands on the calibration

curves [22]. The accuracy of the concentration calculation is often represented

by drawing a linear regression model of known concentrations as a function of

calculated concentrations in many works (for example, [23, 24, 25]). In the

ideal case, the linear model should be y = ŷ, where y and ŷ represent the

predicted and reference concentration, respectively. The accuracy of the model

is evaluated based on the slope, y-intercept and R or R2 values of the estimated

linear model. Absolute errors (AEs) and relative errors (REs, in %) are widely

used to determine the prediction accuracy [26, 27]:

AE = |ŷ − y|

RE = | ŷ − y

ŷ
| × 100. (1)

While an AE is a direct indicator of error, samples with low concentrations

typically have small values of AEs. On the other hand, RE values can be very

large for samples with low concentrations, especially when approaching the limit

of detection (LOD). When convergence of data of each sample is discussed, the

standard deviation (SD), or more commonly SD of the population (σ) is used

to describe the amount of deviation of data given as:

SD =

√

∑Nd

i=1(yi − y)2

Nd
(2)

σ =

√

∑Nd

i=1(yi − y)2

Nd − 1
. (3)
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where y represents the mean value of predicted concentrations yi over the Nd

datasets. The relative standard deviation (RSD in %), is also a common figure

of merit [28, 29] given as:

RSD =
SD

y
× 100. (4)

However, these values are used to describe the error within datasets of one

sample and do not indicate the overall accuracy of the calibration. Several values

are introduced to indicate the overall accuracy of concentration estimation. The

average RE of prediction (REP in %) is often used [30, 31]:

REP =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

REi (5)

where REi indicates the RE of sample i over the N samples. It should be noted

that components of low concentrations have inherently large REs, since the

value is divided by the known concentration. Tognoni et al. [32] proposed the

value distance, which is the summation of AEs, to compensate for this problem:

distance =

N
∑

i=1

AEi (6)

where AEi indicates the AE of sample i over the N samples. The mean square

error (MSE) and root MSE (RMSE) can also describe the overall accuracy of

all sample datasets. MSE and RMSE represent the deviation of the predicted

values from the reference values:

RMSE =
√
MSE

where MSE =

∑N
i=1(ŷi − yi)

2

N
. (7)

The unit of RMSE is the same as the unit of reference and predicted concen-

trations. RMSE is referred to as RMSEC for calibration data, RMSEP for

prediction data, and RMSECV for cross-validation data. These values are often

used for evaluation of the accuracy when multivariate analysis is applied. Since

RMSE depends on the range of concentrations, normalised RMSE is also used

[33]:

NRMSE =
RMSE

ymax − ymin

(8)
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where ymax and ymin represent maximum and minimum concentrations in the

dataset. Predicted residual error sum of squares (PRESS) is the sum of AEs:

PRESS =

N
∑

i=1

AEi
2. (9)

It should be noted that the value of PRESS depends on the total number of

samples and the range of concentrations. It is often used for evaluation of the

optimal number of principal components (PCs) and latent variables (LVs) in

cross validation for PCR and PLS analysis, respectively. However, due to its

dependence on the composition of the dataset used, PRESS cannot be used as

a general indicator for comparison between different datasets.

Results can be discussed from multi perspectives using different figures of

merit. However, it should be noted that certain common figures of merit should

be used when accuracy of results obtained from different experimental setups

and methods is compared.

3. Studies on calibration curves

3.1. Basic calibration curves

Calibration curves have been successfully applied to quantitative analysis

of iron ore [34], soils in air [18, 35], and metals submerged in water using a

double-pulse LIBS technique [13] with matrix matched standards. However,

the applications are limited to specific elements. For example, only Mn and Si

of iron ore samples were measured using calibration curves in Ref. [34]. Grant et

al. [36] reported that systematic overestimation was seen in calibration curves

of Al and Ti for ore samples, stating that this might be because of matrix

effects. In general, matrix effects need to be taken into account for calibration

curves [37, 38, 39]. Chemical matrix effects on minor elements in rock samples

were thoroughly investigated using samples doped with Cr, Mn, Ni, Zn, and

Co measured in Mars-like atmospheric environments [40]. Through analysis of

175 samples with 5 different matrices, the authors concluded that spectral line

selection without interference of neighbouring lines is an important factor and
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sample matrices should be similar to draw accurate calibration curves. As for

line selection, another paper reported that although some carbon emission lines

interfere with iron lines in soil samples, calibration curves with an accuracy of R

= 0.91 for cross validation can be obtained with particular emission lines [41]. It

can be said that suitable lines for calibration curves exist and can be determined

by preliminary analysis. As for the sample matrix, prior knowledge about a

target sample is necessary to construct a sample database with similar matrices,

which is often difficult for in-situ analysis. In order to select appropriate samples

without prior knowledge of sample matrix types, Poř́ızka et al. [25] applied

principal component analysis (PCA) for data clustering to find similarities in

signal sets and drew calibration curves of Cu in soil samples grouped by PCA

with R2 = 0.95.

Experimental conditions, such as laser and detector parameters, can also

affect the accuracy of calibration curves. Rosenwasser et al. [42] developed a

method in which spectral lines with minimum interference from other elements

and optimal experimental parameters such as laser energy, gate delay and width

of a detector are selected automatically. Under these conditions, the composi-

tions of P, Al, Ca, Mg and Si in ore samples could be determined by calibration

curves with R > 0.98 and RSD = 2-4%. In addition, the physical condition of

the samples were found to influence the results. Anzano et al. [43] investigated

the effect of sample preparation for Fe and Al in ore samples, and found that

signals from powder-form samples are not affected by matrix effects that affect

pressed pellets. From these studies, it should be noticed that the application of

calibration curves to absolute quantification is limited to specific cases due to

matrix effects.

3.2. Normalisation

It is known that normalisation of the peak intensity of an analyte element by

a matrix element can diminish the effect of shot-to-shot fluctuations of signals

due to experimental conditions [28] as well as the chemical matrix effect [23].

There are several examples of calibration curves where the ratio of an element
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and a reference element (matrix element) are used. In this case, changes in the

amount of material ablated due to physical properties, e. g., differences between

heat of vaporization, thermal conductivity, are assumed to be constant when the

ratio of elements is considered. This method is referred to as internal standard

normalisation, and it is effective when the concentration of a reference element

is known. The criteria to choose a reference line are described as follows [44, 45]:

• the reference and analyte line should be close and should lie in the spec-

trum collected by the same detector,

• the analyte and reference lines should be independent of other lines in

order to avoid spectral matrix effects,

• the intensity of the reference line should be one to two orders of magnitude

larger than the analyte line,

• ionization and excitation energies, volatilization rates, and atomic weights

of analyte and reference lines should be comparable, and

• the line should not have any self-absorption (reduction of the observed

peak intensity) due to high density of the species at the lower energy level

[21, 46].

Using this method, Eppler et al. [18] formulated an accurate calibration curve

for Pb/Fe. Harmon et al. [47] successfully formulated a calibration curve for

Pb/Mg as a function of Pb concentrations for soil samples. In order to increase

the reliability of calculation, Vrenegor et al. [48] suggested an inter element

correction method, in which the effects of multiple reference elements on a peak

of a certain element can be considered by introducing the “multiplicative fac-

tor”, and showed a reduction in RMSE of up to 24%. As for underwater LIBS,

the calibration curves of element ratios have been applied to metals [12, 29]

and sediments [49] ablated using a double-pulse or sequential double-pulse tech-

nique. Sallé et al. [50] compared internal standard normalisation with external

standard normalisation in which a peak is normalised by the same peak seen in
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a reference sample. These were also compared with CF-LIBS, concluding that

the external standard normalisation had the highest accuracy among internal

and external standard normalisation, and CF-LIBS. While the external stan-

dard normalisation requires matrix matched samples, a relatively small number

of samples is sufficient unlike conventional calibration curves and it is applicable

to in-situ analysis under the condition where test samples with the similar ma-

trix to a target can be measured in the same environment. While normalisation

by peak intensity can reduce matrix effects in many instances, some targets still

are affected by strong matrix effects, such as brass alloys due to the difference

of changes in the mass ablation rate [51].

Methods to correct chemical matrix effects due to differences between emis-

sion properties such as ionization levels, normalisation by plasma parameters

are also proposed in some studies. Chaléard et al. [52] used a function in which

excitation temperatures (hereafter temperatures) and vaporized mass are taken

into account for normalisation, and calibration curves with R2 > 0.99 were ob-

tained for Cu and Mn. Xu et al. [53] normalised the peak intensity by the

intensity of the continuum, which is proportional to electron number density.

The normalisation of emission intensities by surface densities of materials was

proposed in Ref. [54], and quantified Mg concentrations in organic and inor-

ganic samples with an accuracy of up to 25%. Panne et al. [55] observed the

same trends in fluctuations of peak intensities and temperature, and showed im-

provement in the accuracy of calibration curves by normalising the intensities of

Mg I and II lines by temperature in addition to internal standard normalisation,

where reference lines of Si I, Ca II, Al I were used.

Appropriate selection of reference lines can be used to construct reliable

calibration models. Other parameters regarding plasma emission can be used

for normalisation when a reference element is not available. However, non-linear

effects due to self-absorbed spectral lines are still problematic, and methods to

correct self-absorption are described in the next subsection.
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3.3. Self-absorption correction

While Davies et al. [56] applied internal standard normalisation to remote

LIBS and measured the relative concentrations of trace elements to iron in steel

samples, non-linear effects were still seen due to self-absorption at higher con-

centrations. The self-absorption effect, even if it is not obviously seen in the

shape of the line, can affect the accuracy of calibration curves [36, 57, 58]. Since

self-absorption is often seen in strong lines emitted from atoms and ions which

relax back to their ground state, lines which terminate at higher energy levels

can be selected as analytical lines since the effects of self-absorption are re-

duced. The downside of this is that the number of useful analytical lines for

calibration curves can become limited, and higher temperatures are required

[36]. Self-absorption can be corrected using a theoretical model of an optically

thick plasma. This can be modelled using the concept of curve-of-growth (COG)

[37]. Gornushkin et al. [59] first applied COG to a Cr peak and analysed the

characteristics of laser-induced plasma such as temperature and the number

density through COG. The experimental data successfully fitted the theoreti-

cal COG model, which expressed the difference of relations between the peak

intensities and concentrations for a broad range of concentrations. Aragón et

al. [60] extended COG to several Fe lines having different optical depths and

degrees of self-absorption and confirmed that COG can be applied to lines with

different optical thicknesses. The same group [61] also applied COG not only

to lines from neutral atoms but also ionic emission lines, concluding that for

both neutral and ionic emission lines, heavily self-absorbed lines cannot be cor-

rected using COG. Other solutions are the modelling of lines for estimation of

the self-absorption coefficient to obtain the theoretical intensity of lines that

are strongly self-absorbed. Kuzuya et al. [62] calculated a theoretical intensity

from the intensity of Cu lines where self-absorption is obviously seen using a

physical model proposed in Ref. [63], and demonstrated that their method was

effective for generating calibration curves with a high degree of linearity for the

ratio of Cu/Si intensities as a function of Cu concentrations. Lazic et al. [64]

calculated concentrations of different elements (Zn, Ni, Na, Mn, Mg, Fe, Cr,
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Ca, Ba and Al) in marine sediments through theoretical plasma modelling in-

cluding optically thick plasma and self-absorption, with a RE within 20% for

most elements.

The self-absorption coefficient can be also experimentally determined by

comparing two line profiles taken with and without a mirror located behind the

plasma, and self-absorption effects can be successfully corrected [65]. When the

self-absorption coefficient can be determined precisely, it is possible to signifi-

cantly increase the accuracy of the calculation of elemental compositions using

calibration curves [66].

These studies are essential to understand the mechanism of plasma emis-

sion in LIBS, which is complex and dynamic, and many methods to reduce

matrix effects and correct self-absorption have been proposed to improve the

accuracy of calibration curves. However, it is possible that the effectiveness of

these methods is dependent on the specific elements (samples) and experimental

conditions used. Quantitative analysis of samples with complex compositions

such as natural rocks is still hampered by the strong matrix effects, and generic

methods independent of sample properties and matrix are required especially

for in-situ analysis of unknown targets where matrix matched standards cannot

be prepared.

4. CF-LIBS

4.1. Method

CF-LIBS has been introduced by Ciucci et. al [67] to determine chemical

composition without the need for calibration curves, by accounting for physical

and chemical matrix effects theoretically through analysis of the spectrum. A

review of CF-LIBS has been published in Ref. [68]. Here we introduce the

basic idea of CF-LIBS calculations but do not describe the method in detail. In

CF-LIBS, based on the Boltzmann distribution law (eq. 10) and Saha equation

(eq. 11) when the electron number density is considered, the concentration of

an element is calculated from its peak heights and parameters regarding each

11
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peak, the temperature and electron number density.

ln
Isij

Asijgsi
= − Esi

kBT
+ ln

FNs

Us(T )
, (10)

Ne

Ns
II

Ns
I
=

(2πmekBT )
3/2

h3

2Us
II(T )

Us
I(T )

e−Esion
/kBT , (11)

where Isij is the intensity of the spectral line in arbitrary units, Asij is the

transition probability (s−1), gsi is the statistical weight, Esi is the excitation

energy (eV), kB is the Boltzmann constant (eV K−1), T is the temperature (K),

F is an experimental parameter that takes into account the optical efficiency of

the observing system, the plasma density and volume, Ns is the number density

of each emitted species, Us(T ) is the partition function, Ns
I and Ns

II are the

number densities of the neutral atomic species and the singly ionized species

(cm−3), respectively, Esion is the ionization potential of each neutral species in

its ground state (eV), me is the electron mass (eV m−2 s2), and h is the Planck

constant (eV s). The subscripts i, j and s indicate the upper energy level i and

lower energy level j of the element s. In order to calculate the temperature, the

Boltzmann distribution law (eq. 10) is used to plot the intensity and spectral

information of lines of different excitation energies that are emitted from the

same element. The gradient of the Boltzmann plot can be used to determine the

temperature. The electron number density can be determined from the Stark

broadening effect on emission lines, assuming that other sources of broadening

are negligible or can be compensated for [37].

In order to apply the Boltzmann distribution law and Saha equation, the

following assumptions need to be satisfied [68];

• local thermal equilibrium (LTE) is satisfied,

• no self-absorption takes place (spectral lines in the calculation are optically

thin),

• the plasma is considered as a spatially homogeneous source, and

• ablation is stoichiometric.
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It should be examined whether these assumptions are satisfied for each exper-

imental condition. While the LTE condition is traditionally determined using

the McWhirter criterion [69], it has been reported that the McWhirter criterion

alone is not sufficient to conclude that LTE conditions are satisfied and addi-

tional criteria such as parameters regarding the relaxation time and variation

length in the plasma are required [17, 70]. LTE can be realized by selecting the

optimal time delay and gate width. Self-absorption is problematic for CF-LIBS

as well as calibration curves and so lines without self-absorption or corrected

lines should be used for calculations. The conditions of plasma homogeneity and

stoichiometric ablation are difficult to control and generally need to be assumed

from obtained results [71], while it is possible to limit the effects on CF-LIBS

results under specific experimental conditions.

Differences in the chemical and physical properties of the target cause matrix

effects that affect the emitting species within the plasma. The parameters in the

Boltzmann distribution law and Saha equation express these to compensate for

any effects within the plasma itself, and this is representative of the target under

the assumption of stoichiometric ablation. While several peaks of the same

element with different excitation levels need to be observed in the spectrum

for calculation of temperature and information of spectral lines is necessary,

the whole process is performed using only information about the peaks without

large numbers of spectra for construction of a calibration model. This point is an

advantage for in-situ applications as well, since no preparation of a calibration

model is required.

So far, a number of studies measuring various kinds of targets using CF-LIBS

have been published, investigating its application to metals [72, 73, 74, 75, 76],

oxides [26], geological samples [77] including rocks and soils in an extraterrestrial

atmospheric conditions [78], paintings [79], and organic materials [80, 81, 82,

83]. In the next subsections, CF-LIBS application case studies are reported

discussing the fulfilment of the assumptions, correction of self-absorption and

uncertainty of parameters in the calculation.
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4.2. Failure of assumptions

CF-LIBS is a powerful tool for quantification of elements under the condi-

tions when the necessary assumptions are satisfied. Assuming that the plasma

is in the LTE condition, Corsi et al. [38] compared CF-LIBS to calibration

curves for quantification of Au, Ag, and Cu in precious alloys. In their work,

possible causes of variability in experimental data and the uncertainty in the

temperature were found to have little effect on the accuracy of CF-LIBS calcu-

lations, and showed the advantage of CF-LIBS for taking into account matrix

effects. Shah et al. [72] succeeded in quantification of Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn and Si in

steel alloys with RE < 5% by optimising time delays so that the plasma is in

LTE and optically thin.

It should be noted, however, that in practical scenarios failure of assumptions

is often reported. The types of failure are summarized in Ref. [32]. As for the

LTE condition, it has been reported that non-metallic elements tend to show

non-LTE condition more often than metallic elements [70]. However, since the

condition of LTE can be checked as described in the previous subsection, the

experimental conditions can be optimised so that the spectrum for CF-LIBS

calculation is taken within an observation time window when LTE is satisfied.

Therefore, it can be said that the failure of LTE is not a critical problem.

Spatial inhomogeneity of plasma leads to inaccuracy of the calculation of

temperature and electron density since the only one representative temperature

and electron density are determined using the Saha-Boltzmann method. These

inaccuracy directly leads to miscalculation of compositions. While it is possible

to create almost uniform plasma in a controlled environment such as in argon,

temperature and electron density of the peripheral plasma zone were found to

be significantly lower than those of the core zone regarding the plasma created

in air [84, 85, 86]. Dynamic changes in the difference of temperatures between

zones were also seen among different matrices and delay times [87]. The dif-

ference of temperature and electron density within the plasma was found to

lead a significant accuracy decrease of CF-LIBS results for minor elements by

a simulation-based approach [88]. However, Gornushkin et al. also reported in
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the same reference that the 1% REs were obtained for iron with the concen-

tration of 98.9% even from non-uniform plasmas, which suggests that CF-LIBS

is applicable to quantitative analysis of major elements. It is also suggested

by Hermann et al. [84] that the effect of plasma inhomogeneity on CF-LIBS

results would be limited if only transitions of small optical thickness are con-

sidered, since the peripheral zone contributes to the plasma emission spectrum

by absorption. In addition, it is possible to observe the early stage of a plasma

where inhomogeneity is not significantly seen yet, with a gated detector, such

as an intensified charge coupled device. Therefore, it can be said that the ef-

fect of spatial inhomogeneity on CF-LIBS results can be limited by suitable

experimental conditions and peak selection.

It is suggested in the reference that the effect of plasma inhomogeneity on

CF-LIBS results would be limited if only transitions of small optical thickness

are considered, since the peripheral zone contributes to the plasma emission

spectrum by absorption.

Non-stoichiometric ablation can take place for samples containing elements

with large differences in their physical properties. Under these conditions, the

results of matrix correction in CF-LIBS, which represents the ablated elements

in the plasma, are not representative of the concentration of elements in the

sample. Fornarini et al. [73] reported that elements in copper based alloys

cannot be accurately quantified using CF-LIBS due to the differences in the

physical properties of metal constituents. This nonstoichiometric phenomenon

is often reported for brass samples in laser-ablated plasmas [89], and it was found

through simulation that Zn is mainly responsible for plasma nonstoichiometry.

Discrepancies between values calculated using CF-LIBS and the actual compo-

sition were also observed due to nonstoichiometric ablation in Refs. [46, 73, 90].

Lednev and Pershin [90] suggested a corrected CF-LIBS (CCF-LIBS) approach

in which the preferential evaporation of different elements are considered. Hav-

ing said this, under some experimental conditions, stoichiometry of the plasma

generated from brass samples can be satisfied in atmospheric [75] and under-

water environments [91], and further investigations are necessary to assess the
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effect of different laser irradiation, environmental, sample surface and detector

gating conditions on stoichiometric ablation.

4.3. Self-absorption correction

The effects of self-absorption are seen in the results of CF-LIBS. In particu-

lar, self-absorbed lines tend to have lower intensities than the theory suggests,

and this affects the accuracy of the temperature calculation. While one so-

lution is to use only peaks without self-absorption in the calculation, strong

lines which are emitted from a transition to the ground energy level are prone

to self-absorption, and limiting the number of peaks can lead to less reliable

calculations of temperature in CF-LIBS. The correction methods introduced in

section 3, such as the COG method, can also be applied to CF-LIBS [92]. The

C-sigma approach, which was recently proposed by Aragón and Aguilera [93]

generalises the COG method for multiple lines emitted by different elements in

the same ionization state. Using the C-sigma approach, the reliability of temper-

ature calculation is significantly improved. The C-sigma approach was further

applied to absolute quantitative analysis of Fe, Ca and Mn in fused glass samples

with concentrations in the order of 100-200 ppm [94]. The concentrations were

calculated with 9% average REs while higher REs were observed especially in

Ca, possibly due to matrix effects. It should be noted, however, that one of the

advantages of CF-LIBS is that the processes can be completed without prepar-

ing reference samples. Methods which can directly correct self-absorption from

analysis only using the LIBS spectrum have also been reported. The intensities

of self-absorbed lines can be corrected using an internal reference line whose co-

efficient of self-absorption can be obtained [95]. Amamou et al. [96] expressed

the degree of self-absorption directly using parameters of spectral lines includ-

ing transition probabilities in the presence of self-absorption for Gaussian and

Lorentzian shapes under the assumption of a homogeneous plasma in LTE. The

theoretical results were consistent with experimental results. ElSherbini et al.

[97] also developed an evaluation method to calculate self-absorption coefficients

for both atomic and ionic emission lines of aluminum, which is also applied to
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emission lines of other elements [98]. While the method requires several refer-

ence lines without self-absorption, the further study found that intensities of

one reference line at different temperatures obtained from several spectra are

enough for determination of the self-absorption coefficient [99]. These works

have led to improvement of the precision in temperature determination.

4.4. Uncertainty of parameters in the Boltzmann distribution law

Other possible causes which lead to inaccurate calculations of concentra-

tions are experimental aberrations, accuracy of spectral data, and uncertainties

in the parameters of equations. Herrera et al. [75] and Sallé et al. [50] anal-

ysed the possibility of CF-LIBS for metal alloys in the atmospheric environment

and for geological samples in the Martian environment, respectively. Consid-

ering the accuracy obtained, which was REs of 5-20% for metal alloys and

REs of 1-190% for geological samples, it was concluded that CF-LIBS can be

used as a semi-quantitative method. Possible reasons for the unsatisfactory

accuracy are explained by uncertainty in the knowledge of spectroscopic pa-

rameters such as the transition probabilities and the partition function used

in the Boltzmann distribution law, or intensity fluctuations. Intensity fluctu-

ations and the errors in temperature determination can lead to large errors in

concentration calculations using CF-LIBS. Tognoni et al. [74] investigated the

expected precision and accuracy of CF-LIBS, and the relative concentrations of

the major elements were determined by ± 1% variability, while concentrations

of minor elements varied within ± 150-200% under a simulation of temperature

dispersion and large intensity fluctuations. From the results, it was concluded

that spectra reproducibility is a major factor that influences CF-LIBS accu-

racy. Recently, methods which can take these uncertainties into account using

a single matrix-matched standard have been proposed. Gaudiuso et al. [100]

determined suitable temperatures from the known composition of one standard

sample by carrying out the inverse calculation of CF-LIBS. The temperature

can be determined accurately by considering the variation of calculated tem-

perature differences among elements, and using this value of temperature, the
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compositions of other samples were calculated. A similar concept has been pro-

posed in one-point calibration LIBS (OPC-LIBS) [101]. This approach also uses

one matrix-matched standard, which is used to determine a function to correct

for the variation in parameters. The advantages of OPC-LIBS are that it does

not require detailed analysis of plasma conditions, and that self-absorption can

be corrected if it occurs to a similar degree for the calibration standard and the

unknown samples. Using OPC-LIBS, the accuracy of the CF-LIBS calculation

improves significantly, from REs of 24-692% determined by traditional calibra-

tion curves to 0-100% [101]. However, the underlying assumption is that the

temperature of a single sample is the representative of the remaining samples

measured under the same condition, and so it is yet to be confirmed to what

extent these methods can be applied in cases where the target composition and

matrices vary significantly.

4.5. In-situ applications

For in-situ applications in which complex and unknown samples such as

soils and rocks are measured, the application of CF-LIBS can be limited by

the requirement of detection of peaks from all elements contained in a target

[75, 50, 102]. The major elements in soils and rocks, such as K and S, are difficult

to detect in typical experimental conditions, and only relative concentrations of

detected elements could be compared in Ref. [75]. However, this can be useful in

geological applications since it allows concentration ratios, not signal intensity

ones, to be determined.

5. Multivariate regression analysis

5.1. PCR and PLS

5.1.1. Method

Multivariate regression analysis can construct a calibration model using all

spectral and compositional data, by correlating spectral data with known com-

position changes [103]. In multivariate regression analysis, spectral datasets of
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samples with known compositions need to be prepared for a training dataset.

The concentrations of unknown samples in a test dataset can be calculated using

the calibration model constructed by the training dataset. On the assumption

that chemical and physical matrix effects are expressed in spectral intensities

and shapes of matrix element peaks, multivariate regression analysis consid-

ers the effects by constructing a statistical model using information in the full

spectra of all samples in a database. While not meeting the required plasma

conditions and uncertainties in parameters can lead to inaccurate estimates us-

ing CF-LIBS, multivariate regression can find information in the spectra that is

related to concentration calculations when constructing the model, without the

need for prior assumptions of the plasma condition. In addition, since multi-

variate regression methods can find any kind of input to output relationship, it

can also be used to infer information regarding elements where the concentra-

tions are known in the training data, even if there are no related peaks in the

original spectra. It should be noted that this can only yield meaningful results

if there exists a systematic relationship with a surrogate element or combination

of elements that do exhibit peaks in the spectra.

PCR and PLS are the most common methods for multivariate regression

analysis used in LIBS. Both methods can take into account chemical and phys-

ical matrix effects by including peak information of matrix elements in the

model as with other multivariate regression analysis. In addition, effects of ran-

dom noise, spectral matrix and self-absorption can be theoretically diminished

by eliminating spectral information which shows redundancy or non-linear re-

sponse to the analyte concentrations using a derived feature space. While PCs

are extracted only from signal information in PCR, PLS takes into account both

signal and elemental concentrations in extracting LVs from the original signal

data. Detailed methods for calibration using PCR and PLS can be found in

several articles (for example, [104, 105, 106]). One of the strengths of PCR

and PLS among multivariate regression analyses is that the performance can be

examined by extracted regression coefficients, which are the PCs and LVs. A

drawback of some of multivariate regression analyses such as ANNs is that the
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constructed model is “a black box”, in which information regarding the relation-

ships that are used by the model remains unknown. A major risk of this is that

data can be overfitted by the model. From this point of view, PCR and PLS

are less prone to over-fitting since the relationships identified by the model can

be expressed and visually confirmed using loading curves. Nonetheless, since

the over-fitting problem can still exist, calibration models should be examined

by cross-validation or validation models in order to examine existence of the

problem for all multivariate techniques.

However, although PCR and PLS can decrease the effects of random noise

and non-linear systematic effects in the signals on quantitative results by ex-

tracting PCs and LVs, these methods cannot include the effects in the model.

Therefore, extremely strong variations in the degree of self-absorption cannot be

modelled accurately using PCR or PLS and would result in large uncertainties

for all predictions.

5.1.2. Model construction, correction of matrix effects and self-absorption

Quantification of elements using PCR and PLS can be quickly performed

without detailed information or analysis of each peak, or even identification of

peaks. It should be noted that when models are trained on a limited range of

compositions, prediction performance is poor for extrapolating outside the train-

ing range, which is also a typical problem for conventional calibration curves

[28]. Therefore, in order to make a robust and reliable calibration model, sam-

ples with various matrices should be used for model construction. Especially, for

samples with complex matrices, such as geological samples, samples which par-

ticular elements are doped artificially do not increase variation of the matrices

in the model, and so samples with originally different matrices should be used

for model construction [107]. It should be noted, however, that in some cases

the prediction accuracy of individual samples need to be compromised in order

to get the best overall accuracy for a model when constructed using samples

with a broad range of concentrations. In order to overcome the limitations of

calibration and prediction using a single model, Anderson et al. [108] recently
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proposed the sub-model approach where the composition of the unknown target

is predicted using the suitable sub-model determined by the estimated compo-

sition of the target using a full model, and found that the sub-model approach

had lower RMSEP than conventional PLS.

In one of the early works regarding the use of PLS in LIBS, Amador-

Hernandez et al. [109] applied PLS1 to quantify Au and Ag in Au-Ag-Cu alloys

for analysis of jewellery samples. In this case, the optimal spectra were those

where the continuum was removed not by time-resolved observation but by back-

ground correction, which increases the signal-to-noise ratios. In addition, the

spectral range where less strong resonance lines are observed is preferred since

less self-absorption occurs. While selection of peaks without self-absorption

or optimisation of experimental conditions are typical in multivariate analysis,

PCR and PLS can be adapted to reduce the influence of self-absorbed lines,

that deviate from the linear relation, by weighting the region less than other

regions of the spectra. Death et al. [107] observed this in their work on quanti-

tative analysis of iron ore samples using PCR when other non self-absorbed lines

were also observed in the regions. However, when self-absorbed lines are clearly

seen and dominant in the region, the results were less accurate [110]. When

the observable spectral regions are limited to ones where self-absorbed lines are

dominant, it is possible to apply methods of self-absorption correction intro-

duced in calibration curves and CF-LIBS, although it is not common to input

spectral information after correction of self-absorption to PCR or PLS models.

While there exist many methods for correction of self-absorption, and even some

of which can be automated, detailed analysis of the peaks is required and this

often assumes some prior knowledge of the target, which is not necessarily the

case in field applications where multivariate techniques are popular. However,

when correction can be performed, it can be expected that combination with

PCR or PLS will lead to improvement of the accuracy.

From these studies, it can be said that while it is ideal to prepare a large

number of samples with wide variation of matrix types and compositions as

much as possible for model construction, in reality, preliminary analysis depend-
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ing on targets and elements is required to determine the optimal experimental

conditions, sample variation and signal processing methods.

5.2. ANN

5.2.1. Method

An ANN is a non-linear machine learning technique [20, 111]. ANNs are

now widely accepted in many fields such as finance, data mining and computer

vision [112, 113] and have been applied in analytical chemistry as well [114].

With regard to regression analysis, the strength of ANNs among other multi-

variate analysis methods is that any relation between the spectra and elemental

concentrations, regardless of linearity or non-linearity, can be described in the

model. ANNs can statistically model patterns between input and output data

that cannot be easily described by other methods, by having a high-degree of

flexibility and handling a large amount of data [111]. As with other multivariate

methods, the model does not account for causes and effects, and so the effects

of both systematic and random processes are modelled altogether in one bulk

complex model that is automatically constructed to best explain the correlation

between the spectral intensity inputs and the known elemental concentrations

of samples in the database. Therefore, any process that disturbs the linear rela-

tion between concentrations and intensities, such as any kinds of matrix effects

including spectral, chemical, and physical effects, self-absorption, continuum,

background noise, and signal fluctuations can be incorporated into the model as

long as the patterns are sufficient repeatable across the training data, whereas

in linear methods they would be accounted for as uncertainties. A number of

textbooks describing the details of ANNs have been published [111, 115]. Fig.

1 shows the concept of a feedforward ANN. Hidden layers are introduced be-

tween the input and output layers. As input data passes through each layer,

components of the signals are strengthened, weakened or cancelled by different

values of weights, biases, and an active function which each node has. Since

there is no systematic rule to determine the parameters regarding hidden layers

such as the number of layers and nodes, weights, biases, and active functions of
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… … … …

Input layer Output layerHidden layers

Node

Figure 1: Simple framework of an artificial neural network.

nodes, these parameters are usually determined by finding parameters that give

the best fit to the available training data through a number of trials.

It should be noted, however, that while ANNs have an advantage in ex-

pressing non-linear relations between concentrations and signals, it is difficult

to confirm that the model is optimised or be assured that the regression model

will be valid when applied to measurements of unknown samples. Unlike PCs or

LVs for PCR or PLS, it is not possible to interpret the regression model visually

and ANNs typically require a large database to train the model. As a result,

efforts in optimisation using a particular database with ANNs are more prone

to overfitting, where the prediction error can become larger than the calibration

error.

5.2.2. Model construction, correction of matrix effects and self-absorption

One of the motivations to apply ANN to quantitative analysis for LIBS is

that it can include non-linearity with a high-degree of flexibility, which can pose
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an advantage for modelling complex matrix effects and self-absorption. It was

reported that ANNs showed the potential to account for effects of chemical and

physical matrices and overlapped lines (spectral matrix effects) when major el-

emental compositions of rock samples were measured [116]. While ANNs can

in theory model matrix effects if a sufficiently rich database is used, it has been

reported that improvements in the accuracy can be achieved by including tem-

perature and electron density, which are considered in CF-LIBS, as additional

inputs together with spectral data [117].

As for self-absorption, while several progressive methods for correction of

self-absorption have been developed as described in previous sections, they of-

ten require detailed analysis of spectra. While the effects of self-absorption can

be limited in PLS by reducing their weights, ANNs can in principle account for

these effects by modelling the non-linear relationship using a flexible statistical

model. This characteristic contributes to show a good performance when the

spectral regions are limited to the range where self-absorption lines are domi-

nant. Sirven et al. [30, 110] first applied ANNs to LIBS signals for quantification

of Cr in soil samples, and showed that ANNs have advantages over conventional

calibration curves and PLS especially in taking into account non-linearity be-

tween spectral intensities and the concentrations due to self-absorption in the

plasma.

While ANNs can model complex relations including self-absorption and ma-

trix effects, one of the crucial problems for ANNs is that ANNs are prone to

overfitting specific datasets. In order to avoid this, it is necessary to have

large volumes of training, test and validation data. One approach that has

been explored is to use small networks to reduce the flexibility of the models

and also limit the regions of the spectra used in order to eliminate the effects

of noise [118]. This can lead to efficient implementations with small training

datasets [119]. Ferreira et al. [20] used wrapper [120], which is a method of

feature selection from the whole spectra, so as to decrease the input data with-

out discarding important information in the spectra. Data treatment is also

important to construct an efficient model. Normalisation of datasets diminishes
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the effects of signal fluctuations, which leads to accuracy improvement [121].

Self-organization maps also have the potential to mitigate problems with over-

fitting, since they can be used to visualise the relation between compositions and

signals by constructing a two-dimension map so that the constructed model can

be easily interpreted [122]. It should be recognised however, that methods to

reduce the size and complexity of the training datasets needed also may reduce

the general applicability of ANNs and potentially limit their performance, and

so further research is needed in this area.

5.3. Comparison of methods

Comparing PCR and PLS, a calibration model constructed using PLS is

more efficient than PCR in general, since LVs are chosen by taking into account

not only signals but also the elemental concentrations. However, Hasegawa [105]

pointed out that systematic errors affect the accuracy of PLS models more than

PCR models, and therefore case studies are needed to characterize the perfor-

mances under different experimental constraints. With regard to PLS, it has

two forms; PLS1 and PLS2. The concentrations of one element and multiple

elements are included in the output in PLS1 and in PLS2, respectively [105].

Multi-elemental concentrations are calculated simultaneously in PLS2, while an

independent model for each component is constructed in PLS1 in Ref. [109].

While PLS2 can include all compositional data in the model and predict them

at the same time, it was empirically found that PLS1 shows better performance

than PLS2 in Ref. [123]. This was because the error variances of concentra-

tions must be normalised equally in the model, i .e., the elements with large

uncertainties in concentrations can affect those with small uncertainties.

The performance of multivariate regression analysis is often compared with

univariate calibration and other multivariate regression analysis. Yaroshchyk et

al. [124] analysed Fe contents in ore samples using PCR and PLS, demonstrat-

ing that PLS required a smaller number of LVs than PCR. Ayyalasomayajula

et al. [125] compared univariate calibration, multiple linear regression, and

PLS1 to determine the compositions of Al, Ca, Fe, Ni and Si in slurry sam-
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ples, and found that PLS1 showed better consistency compared to the other

methods, while the error remained relatively large for Si even using PLS1. In

Ref. [126], univariate calibration, PCR and PLS were compared to quantify

plutonium oxide surrogate residues for the application to on-line monitoring of

hazardous waste management. PLS had the best accuracy with RMSEC values

of 0.05-2.93%. Based on these studies, PLS in general shows marginally better

performance than PCR and the model is constructed more efficiently with a

smaller number of LVs.

As for the ability of ANNs to model matrix effects, Inakollu et al. [118] com-

pared an ANN with conventional calibration curves for ratios of metal elements

in Al based alloys. They input peaks of several elements to the ANN model and

reported that the ANN generally showed better performance for Cr, with a RE

of 1-8% obtained by ANNs compared to a RE of 0.04-54% obtained by calibra-

tion curves. Ag, Cu and Pb in Sn based alloys were also investigated by an ANN

and conventional calibration curves, and the ANN showed improvement of the

RE for Cu and Pb, from 53 to 96% reduction, while the ANN was less accurate

for Ag, with 2 times larger REs than ones obtained by calibration curves [121].

This might be because of fluctuations of intensity, and it is conceivable that

ANN models are more robust to systematic relations such as self-absorption

and matrix effects than random noise. Sirven et al. [110] showed the advantage

of ANNs over calibration curves and PLS when self-absorbed lines are dominant

in the input spectral data. D’Andrea et al. [127] compared the performance

of an ANN to OPC-LIBS. OPC-LIBS gave more accurate results for Cu, Zn,

Ti, and Pb in bronze samples. While it needs further investigation for general-

isation to samples with complex matrices, it can be inferred that theory-based

analysis, such as OPC-LIBS, would have an advantage for quantitative analysis

for spectra with well-resolved peaks since error sources in the analytical pro-

cesses are limited. When overlapping of peaks are significant or the number of

matrices is large, statistical analysis can potentially solve the problems using a

model which can take complexity into account.
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5.4. In-situ applications of multivariate regression analysis

PCR and PLS are often applied for in-situ applications, such as on-line mon-

itoring of quality in industrial applications and on-site analysis in environment

surveys. As for laboratory based works, PCR and PLS have been investigated

for many kinds of samples, such as precious metals [109, 128], preservative-

treated wood [129], plants [130], soil [33, 131, 132], and fertilizer [24]. Since

the output is not limited to elemental concentrations in PLS, the alternative

chemical attributes such as the whole ash contents in coal samples can be in-

ferred, as demonstrated using PLS1 in Ref. [133]. Doucet et al. [134] quantified

isotope ratios of U235/U238 using PLS1 with a RE of 0.1-8%, which was con-

sidered acceptable for the targeted in-situ application. While most research

considers targets in air at atmospheric pressure, PLS has been applied in other

environmental conditions, such as underwater measurements for deep-sea appli-

cations. In the Ref. [102], large shot-to-shot fluctuations seen in signals taken

in water were corrected by segmenting the database by temperature, which con-

tributed to the enhancement of accuracy with a 30% reduction of RMSECV.

The application of PLS to in-situ analysis of Martian rock compositions using

“ChemCam”, the LIBS device mounted on the Mars rover, “Curiosity”, has

been reported [7, 135]. Through investigations in a laboratory environment and

on-site experiments [2, 23, 136, 137], PLS1 and PLS2 showed the comparable

results for the major components of rocks with a RMSEP of ∼9% among other

multivariate methods, such as elastic net, least absolute shrinkage and selection

operator, support vector regression and k-nearest neighbor regression [138, 139].

Further development of generic quantitative methods is ongoing, especially aim-

ing at robust prediction of compositions of unknown targets, which is crucial for

the application to Mars exploration [140]. Clegg et al. [141] combined different

types of multivariate regression methods, the sub-model PLS approach, which is

introduced in section 5.1.2, and independent component analysis, which is typi-

cally used for classification but used for regression in the study by constructing

a univariate model using extracted scores, resulting in significant improvement

of the accuracy compared to conventional PLS.
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So far ANNs have been applied to classification and identification of LIBS

signals [142, 143, 144, 145, 146]. One interesting application of ANNs is selec-

tion of optimised experimental parameters with which all peaks express compro-

mised maximum area values [147]. While not many studies of ANNs regarding

quantification of solid samples have been published, El Haddad et al. [31, 28]

showed the potential of ANNs for in-situ analysis of soils. Different elements in

soil compositions were quantified using ANN models constructed from spectra

obtained at a mining site, and values of REP from 14 to 20% were obtained

for Cu, Al, Ca and Fe when peak intensities of several elements were used as

input [31]. When ANNs are applied to practical in-situ analysis, the models

constructed should be thoroughly examined by checking differences of calibra-

tion and prediction errors with a large dataset of samples that are similar to

targets for in-situ analysis, in order to avoid overfitting data.

6. Conclusions

The basic concepts and applications of conventional calibration curves, CF-

LIBS and multivariate analysis (PCR, PLS and ANN) to LIBS measurements

of solids have been described. Matrix effects and self-absorption are known to

disturb the linear relation between peak intensities and the concentration of a

certain element. While calibration curves can be applied to matrix matched

samples, there are practical limitations for in-situ applications, in which un-

known samples, often with complex matrices, are measured. Self-absorption

of lines causes non-linearity of the regression model and is most often seen at

higher concentrations with strong lines terminating at the ground state. In or-

der to overcome these problems, many methods to correct matrix effects and

self-absorption have been proposed, such as normalisation of peaks and COG.

However, quantitative analysis of samples with complex matrices remains an

unsolved challenge for samples with widely varying matrices, which has limited

their application so far to in-situ analysis.

In CF-LIBS, physical and chemical matrix effects are compensated through
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the basic physical model of plasma emission described by the Boltzmann dis-

tribution law and Saha equation under certain model assumptions. While self-

absorption has in the past been one of the major limiting factors in the accuracy

of CF-LIBS, several methods to correct for its effects have now been developed

and significant progress has been made to improve the accuracy of quantitative

analysis using LIBS. However, the requirements to detect the peaks of all el-

ements and perform detailed analysis of these peaks requires significant prior

knowledge of the target and is only practical in situations where the targets

have relatively simple compositions. While this is not a problem for measure-

ments of metallic alloys with some prior knowledge of the type of target being

measured, these points limit the applications of CF-LIBS in situations where

prior knowledge of the target cannot be reasonably assumed, such as in-situ

measurements of natural targets, e. g., rocks or sediments in geological surveys

and environmental pollution monitoring.

PCR and PLS express a linear relation, where only information which is

linearly related to concentrations is isolated and extracted. Since they refer to

the entire spectral information including peaks of the elements that compose

the matrix and weight each region depending on its contribution to the linear

relation, spectral, physical and chemical matrix effects can be taken into account

in the model. While non-linear effects of self-absorption are in theory discarded

from PCs and LVs, in practise, self-absorption effects can still influence the

results and increase uncertainty and so spectral regions where self-absorption

lines are not dominant should be used to improve accuracy. PLS has been

applied in many studies for quantification of solids, especially in complicated

in-situ applications such as soil analysis and planetary exploration.

ANNs can model any function including both linear and non-linear rela-

tionships, given a sufficient number of nodes and layers and a rich training

dataset. So far, research applying ANNs to quantitative analysis of solid sam-

ples remain limited, although some works demonstrated that matrix effects and

self-absorption are successfully modelled using ANNs. However, since overfit-

ting is a serious problem for ANNs, models need to be constructed with a large
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dataset of samples and examined by thorough calibration and validation trials.

Since LIBS signals are obtained through observation of the transient emis-

sions of a small plasma that is often unstable, the relation between peak intensity

and the concentration of an element can be complex. For in-situ applications,

the experimental environment cannot be controlled and so these effects cannot

realistically be avoided. The methods introduced in this review either isolate

and extract linear relations, or correct or express non-linear effects. From a

number of studies investigating the use of LIBS to quantify the composition of

solids, it can be inferred that theory-based methods are most effective for sam-

ples with relatively simple matrices, such as metal alloys, since these methods

can consider specific sources of signal deformation and account for these sepa-

rately using appropriate physical models. For samples with complex matrices

and spectra, such as soils and rocks, accounting for a broad range of processes

acting on a large number of peaks becomes impractical and statistical methods

that can flexibly absorb the effects of various complicated forms of signal de-

formation can more effectively identify correlations between the features of the

spectra and the concentration of the samples.

A number of different techniques are being investigated following the rapid

progress in techniques for computational analysis. This is expected to be re-

flected in a further advance of quantitative techniques for target composition

analysis using LIBS. As seen in this review, quantitative multivariate analysis

using LIBS signals have recently been widely recognized in analytical chem-

istry as an important addition to more classical methods for quantification. In

future studies, accuracy should be clearly described using common figures of

merit, such as the NRMSE, in order that different methods can be compared

for different experimental setups. By allowing direct comparison of analytical

performances, development from different fields, e. g., computer science, spec-

troscopy, analytical chemistry and applied engineering, can be shared and this

will accelerate the progress and the acceptance of LIBS for quantitative in-situ

analysis.
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Highlights

• Quantitative analytical methods with compensation for matrix and self-

absorption effects for solid targets are reviewed.

• Figures of merit, methods, and their applications are described, especially

focusing on in-situ applications.

• Accuracy comparison among different experimental setups and methods

using common figures of merit is recommended, which will lead to further

development of quantitative methods for in-situ LIBS.
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